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ABSTRACT Grx5 is a Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae glutaredoxin involved in iron-sulfur cluster
(FeSC) biogenesis. Previous work suggests that Grx5
is involved in regulating protein cysteine glutathio-
nylation, prompting several questions about the
systemic role of Grx5. First, is the regulation of
mixed protein-glutathione disulfide bridges in FeSC
biosynthetic proteins by Grx5 sufficient to account
for the observed phenotypes of the �grx5 mutants?
If so, does Grx5 regulate the oxidation state of mixed
protein-glutathione disulfide bridges in FeSC bio-
genesis in general? Alternatively, can the �grx5
mutant phenotypes be explained if Grx5 acts on just
one or a few of the FeSC biogenesis proteins?

In the first part of this article, we address these
questions by building and analyzing a mathematical
model of FeSC biosynthesis. We show that, indepen-
dent of the tested parameter values, the dynamic
behavior observed in cells depleted of Grx5 can only
be qualitatively reproduced if Grx5 acts by regulat-
ing the initial assembly of FeSC in scaffold proteins.
This can be achieved by acting on the cysteine
desulfurase (Nfs1) activity and/or on scaffold func-
tionality.

In the second part of this article, we use structural
bioinformatics methods to evaluate the possibility
of interaction between Grx5 and proteins involved
in FeSC biogenesis. Based on such methods, our
results indicate that the proteins with which Grx5 is
more likely to interact are consistent with the ki-
netic modeling results.

Thus, our theoretical studies, combined with
known Grx5 biochemistry, suggest that Grx5 acts on
FeSC biosynthesis by regulating the redox state of
important cysteine residues in Nfs1 and/or in the
scaffold proteins where FeSC initially assemble.
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INTRODUCTION

Assembly of iron-sulfur clusters (FeSC), which are impor-
tant cofactors in proteins, is a complex process that has not
been completely characterized on a molecular level. Ge-
netic and biochemical evidence shows that a set of proteins
is involved in the proper function of FeSC-dependent
cellular activity.1 Proteins involved in FeSC biogenesis in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae include Grx5,2 Ssq1,3–6 Jac1,3–7

Atm1,8,9 Nfu1,5,7,10 Yah1,11 Arh1,12 Isu1-2,5,7,13 Isa1-
2,14–16 Nfs1,9,17 Yfh118,19 and Erv1.20 This series of ar-
ticles aims to find the most likely systemic roles of some of
these proteins by combining available information in the
literature with the use of different theoretical methods
and bioinformatics tools. In a previous article, we investi-
gated the roles of the ferredoxin–ferredoxin reductase
pair, Arh1 and Yah1.21 The results presented in that paper
provided an example of how structural bioinformatics tools
and kinetic modeling can be combined to perform systems
analysis. Using the same approach, in this paper we
investigate the role of glutaredoxin Grx5.22,23

Glutaredoxins are small proteins with thiolreductase
activity, that regulate the redox state of protein cysteine
residues by using reduced glutathione (GSH) as an elec-
tron donor.24–26 Recent work has shown that Grx5 can
reduce mixed protein disulfides, catalyzing the reaction
P � SS � G � GSH7 P � SH � GS � SG.22,23 As is the
case with the other proteins involved in FeSC biogenesis,
the role of Grx5 is unclear. The �grx5 mutants accumulate
mitochondrial iron and show defects in FeSC-dependent
protein activity.22,23 Is the regulation of mixed protein-
glutathione disulfide bridges by Grx5 sufficient to account
for the observed phenotypes of the �grx5 mutants? If so, is
Grx5 a general-purpose mixed protein-glutathione disul-
fide bridge formation regulator in FeSC biogenesis? Alter-
natively, can the �grx5 mutant phenotypes be explained if
Grx5 acts on just one or a few of the FeSC biogenesis
proteins?

We address these questions by extending a previous
mathematical model of mitochondrial FeSC biogenesis21

to include alternative possible modes of Grx5 action. This
extension considers protein inactivation/recovery by gluta-
thionylation/deglutathionylation of protein cisteinyl resi-
dues, regulated by Grx5. We test the effect of depleting
Grx5 on the dynamic behavior of the network model when
Grx5 is considered to regulate the glutathionylation/
deglutathionylation of each FeSC biogenesis protein in the
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network. We also test for Grx5 acting on all possible
combinations of different FeSC biogenesis proteins. We
observe that the involvement of Grx5 in the recovery of the
Nfs1 cysteine desulfurase activity and/or scaffold protein
functionality is necessary and sufficient to qualitatively
reproduce known experimental results. We then use struc-
tural bioinformatics methods to test this hypothesis. Using
structural modeling and various protein docking methods,
we find that complexes of Grx5 with Nfs1 are more likely
than with other proteins involved in FeSC biogenesis. In
addition, these complexes show Nfs1 binding Grx5 in a
configuration in which the two active sites are in the
vicinity of each other. Because the Nfs1 active site includes
a cysteine residue (Cys421) that could be a target for
glutathionylation/deglutathionylation, and thus a target
for Grx5, this suggests a mechanism for Grx5 action.

METHODS
Analysis of Systemic Effect of Grx5 Activity on
Mitochondrial FeSC Metabolism

To study the effect of Grx5 on mitochondrial FeSC
metabolism, one must consider the different molecular

events involved in this complex process. A simplified
network based on previous work,21 describing possible
alternative roles for Grx5 in FeSC assembly and transfer
is shown in Figure 1. Accessory reactions and rate expres-
sions are presented in Table I. The mathematical deriva-
tion of this model, which is based on the well-established
power-law formalism,21,27,28 is presented in the appendix
section, along with the model itself.

Experimental quantitative data about the effect of
regulating the expression of GRX5 on FeSC metabolism
are available in the literature.2,23,29,30 In those experi-
ments, GRX5 was removed from the yeast genome and
replaced with the same gene in a plasmid with control-
lable gene expression. To study the effect of varying
Grx5 levels on FeSC biosynthesis, the activity of FeSC-
dependent enzymes, mitochondrial iron levels and heme
A biosynthesis were monitored at different levels of
GRX5 gene expression. Published results show that the
activity of FeSC-dependent enzymes directly correlates
with Grx5 protein levels, while mitochondrial iron levels
are inversely correlated with Grx5 levels.2,23,31 Re-

Fig. 1. A minimal network model for initial FeSC mitochondrial assembly. Flux of material between different metabolite pools is indicated by full
arrows joining the source pool to the sink pool. The catalytic role of a protein in a reaction is represented by broken, dotted, hollow or lighter shaded
arrows joining the catalytic protein to a full arrow. The different proteins are as follows: Isu, pool of free scaffold proteins, where the initial assembly of
FeSC takes place; IsuFe2S2, pool of scaffold proteins with an assembled 2Fe-2S cluster; IsuFe4S4, pool of scaffold proteins with an assembled 4Fe-4S
cluster; 2Fe-2S Apo Protein, 2Fe-2S-dependent apo-protein; 2Fe-2S Holo Protein, fully functional 2Fe-2S-dependent protein; Damaged 2Fe-2S Apo
Protein, 2Fe-2S-dependent protein with a damaged FeSC; 4Fe-4S Apo Protein, 4Fe-4S-dependent apo-protein; 4Fe-4S Holo Protein, fully functional
4Fe-4S-dependent protein; Damaged 4Fe-4S Apo Protein, 4Fe-4S-dependent protein with a damaged FeSC; Nfs1, cysteine desulfurase, which is the
enzyme responsible for FeSC assembly and repair; AY1, Arh1 or Yah1; IsuGS, AY1GS, P1GS, P2GS and Nfs1GS, inactive forms of the proteins, whose
activity can be recovered by the action of Grx5; Nfs1_Isu, dead-end complex formed between Nfs1 and scaffold proteins, which can be recovered by
action of Grx5. (a) The clusters initially assemble at the Isu scaffolds. They are transferred from the scaffold to FeSC-dependent apo-proteins. Scaffold
and protein FeSC have a natural turnover and can be damaged and/or lost. Under some conditions, the damaged FeSC can be repaired in situ. Arh1 and
Yah1 are (i) electron providers for initial FeSC assembly in the scaffold proteins (dotted arrows), (ii) electron providers to facilitate FeSC transfer from the
scaffold proteins to the FeSC dependent apo-proteins (hollow arrows) and (iii) electron providers for in situ repair of damaged FeSC (lighter shaded
arrows). (b) Grx5 can act to recover inactivated (presumably glutathionylated) forms of the proteins involved in FeSC metabolism. For additional
reactions and details on rate expressions, see the main text and Table I.
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cently, it has been shown that �grx5 mutant cells
accumulate FeSC in scaffold proteins.30

We will use these results to challenge our models and
test the different hypotheses about the role of Grx5. To
reproduce these experiments in our models, we normalized
the Grx5 activity and introduced a sink flux that depletes
this activity, without introducing a source flux. This
reproduced the published experiments in the sense that
GRX5 expression was turned off and Grx5 was then
degraded in the cell.31 We then computed the relative
amounts of FeSC-dependent proteins containing FeSC
(P1, P2 and AY1 in Table I), at various kinetic order values
and at various ratios for the fluxes of the different pro-
cesses shown in Table I. Details about our methods for
scanning the parameters are given in the appendix.

The various modes of Grx5 action and the respective
admissible values for the rate constants are presented in
Table II. The admissible parameter values for the Grx5
kinetic orders, which were scanned for each of the modes,
are shown in Table III. The total amount of each protein,
except for Grx5 remains constant throughout the experi-
ments. For example, the total amounts of 2Fe-2S-depen-
dent enzymes, represented by P1 (P1 � Apo P1 � P1_I �
P1GS), and 4Fe-4S-dependent enzymes, represented by P2
(P2 � Apo P2 � P2_I � P2GS), are considered to be

constant. This assumption is justified because protein
synthesis and degradation usually takes place on a time
scale (hours to days) that is orders of magnitude lower
than that of FeSC turnover (minutes to hours). For ex-
ample, FeSC-dependent enzyme levels are approximately
constant throughout the entire experimental procedure
described by Rodriguez-Manzaneque and coworkers.2

Structural Modeling

Once we eliminated those modes of action for Grx5 that
do not reproduce the experimentally observed dynamic
behavior of the FeSC assembly system, we were left with a
few possible modes of interaction between Grx5 and FeSC
assembly proteins. To further support these interactions,
we analyzed the structures of the proteins involved that
were predicted to form the most likely complexes. If a
target protein with an undetermined structure has suffi-
cient sequence homology to another protein of known
structure, the latter protein can be used as a template to
model the target sequence in three-dimensional space.32,33

We used this well-established technique, known as homol-
ogy modeling, to predict the structure of Nfs1. We locally
aligned target and template sequences using the following
programs: 3DJIGSAW,34 SWISSMODEL,35,36 BONSAI,37

TABLE I. Minimal Reaction Model for FeSC Biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae

Reactiona Rate and modifiersb Reactiona Rate and modifiersb

IsuFe2S23 Isu � 2Fe �1 � �1IsuFe2S2f11 AY13AY1_I �15 � �15AYIf151

IsuFe2S2 � Apo_P13P1 � 1su �2 � �2IsuFe2S2
f21Apo P1f22 (AY1)f23 3Fe �16 � �16

IsuFe2S2 � Apo_AY13 Isu �
AY1

�3 � �3IsuFe2S2
f31 Apo_AY1f32 (AY1)f33 Heme_Fe3Fe � Heme �17 �

IsuFe4S4 � Apo_P23P2 � Isu �4 � �4 IsuFe4S4
f41 ApoP2

f42 (AY1)f43 Fe3 �18 � �18Fef181

Isu � 2 Fe3 IsuFe2S2 �5 � �5Isu
f51Fef52(Nfs1

f53 AY1f54) Heme � Fe3Heme_Fe �19 � �19Fef191 Hemef192

IsuFe2S2 � 2 Fe3 IsuFe4S4 �6 � �6IsuFe2S2
f61 Fef62 (Nfs1

f63

AY1f64)
3Heme �20 � �20 (AY1)f201

IsuFe4S43 IsuFe2S2 � 2 Fe �7 � �7IsuFe4S4
f71 Heme3 �21 � �21Hemef211

P2_I3Apo_P2 � 4 Fe �8 � �8P2_If81 IsuFe2S2 � Apo_P23 Isu �
P2Fe2S2

�22 � �22IsuFe2S2
f221 ApoP2

f232

(AYI)f223

P2_I3P2 �9 � �9P2_If91 (Nfs1
f92 AY1f93) IsuFe2S2 � P2Fe2S23 Isu � P2 �23 � �23IsuFe�23IsuFe2S2

f231

P2Fe2S2
f232 (AYI)f233

P23P2_I �10 � �10P2
f101 P2Fe2S23Apo_P2 � 2 Fe �24 � �24P2Fe2S2

f241

PI_I3Apo_P1 � 2Fe �11 � �1P1_If141 IsuFe4S43 Isu � 4 Fe �25 � �25IsuFe4S4
f251

PI_I3PI �I2 � �12P1_If121 (Nfs1
f122 AYIf123) IsuFe2S23 Isu � FeSCcytoplasm �26 � �26IsuFe2S2

f261(AYI)f262

P13P1_1 �13 � �13P1
f131 IsuFe4S43 Isu � FeSCcytoplasm �27 � �27IsuFe4S4

f271(AYI)f272

AYI_I3AY1 �14 � �14 AY1_If141 (Nfs1
f142 AYIf143) AYI_I3Apo_AY1 � 2 Fe �28 � �28AY1_If281

Isu3 IsuGS �29 � �29Isu
f291 Apo_P23P2GS �35 � �35Apo_P2f351

IsuGS3 Isu �30 � �30IsuGSf301 ([Grx5])f302 P2GS3Apo_P2 �36 � �36P2GSf361 ([Grx5])f362

Apo_AY13AY1GS �31 � �31 Apo_AY1f311 Nfs13Nfs1GS �37 � �37 NfsIf371

AY1GS3Apo_AY1 �32 � �32 YaIGSf 321 ([Grx5])f322 Nfs1GS3Nfs1 �38 � �38Nfs1f381 ([Grx5])f382

Apo_P13P1GS �33 � �33Apo_P1f331 Nfs1�Isu3Nfs1_Isu �39 � �39Nfs1f 391Isuf392

PIGS3Apo_P1 �34 � �34 P1GSf341 ([Grx5])f342 Nfs1_Isu3Nfs1 � Isu �40 � �40Nfs1_Isuf401

([Grx5])f402

Grx53 �41 � �41Grx5f411

aIsu-scaffold for initial FeSC assembly; IsuFe2S2, IsuFe4S4-scaffold with an Fe2S2 and an Fe4S4 FeSC cluster assembled, respectively;
Fe-mitochondrial iron; P1-generic enzyme needing a Fe2S2 FeSC to be functional; P2-generic enzyme needing a Fe4S4 FeSC to be functional;
AY1-electron donor (either Arh1 or Yah1, depending on the experiment; see text for an explanation); Apo_P1, Apo_P2, Apo_AY1-apo forms of P1,
P2 and AY1, respectively; P1_I, P2_I, AY1_I-P1, P2 and AY1 forms with a damaged and repairable FeSC; P2Fe2S2-P2 enzyme with an
intermediate Fe2S2 cluster assembled; Heme-heme molecules synthesized in the mitochondrial matrix; Heme; Fe-heme molecules with iron.
IsuGS, AY1GS, P1GS, P2GS and Nfs1GS-inactive forms of the proteins, whose activity can be recovered by action of Grx5; Nfs1_Isu-dead-end
complex formed between Nfs1 and scaffold proteins which can be recovered by the action of Grx5.
bSpecies in parentheses and brackets in the equations are not represented in the flux diagram because they contribute to the catalysis of the
reaction but are neither produced nor consumed in the reaction; bracketed species represent the scrutinized role of Grx5.
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CLUSTAL,38 ITERALIGN39 and 3D-PSSM.34 A consensus
alignment was derived (Supplementary Figure 1).

The model used for Grx5 is a refined version of that
presented by Belli and coworkers,23 using structure file
1KTE from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for the refine-
ment. This PDB file has the highest sequence identity with
the target sequence (�29%). For Nfs1 and the scaffold
proteins, we used PDB template files 1KMK (the structure
of the Escherichia coli cysteine desulfurase homologue
NifS) and 1Q48 and 1R94 (structures for the E. coli
scaffold proteins), respectively.40 The 1KMK file was se-
lected over other structures that have higher sequence
identities with Nfs1 (�27% vs. �57% for 1P3W). The

reason for this choice is that 1KMK provides the structure
for the loop containing the active center cysteine, a detail
that is absent in the structure of other possible templates
such as 1P3W. Thus, we used 1KMK as the primary
template and used 1P3W and1ECX to reconstruct loops of
the Nfs1 model. The template files for the scaffold proteins
were selected because their sequences had the smallest
E-values of all candidates with known structures upon
alignment to their respective target proteins. The align-
ments were submitted to the SWISS-MODEL and 3D-
JIGSAW servers for initial structure prediction, and the
resulting models were optimized using DEEPVIEW35,36 to
reconstruct small loops and rearrange clashing residues. A
final full energy minimization was performed on the
models using the GROMACS97 force field.41 Point muta-
tions were introduced in the structural models using
DEEPVIEW,35,36 followed by side-chain optimization and
full energy minimization of the mutants. The Arh1 and
Yah1 models have been described previously.21

Protein Docking

Given the atomic coordinates of two proteins, docking
methods search for the bound complex between them in
which the shape of the two surfaces fit best.42,43 Protein
docking experiments were conducted using GRAMM44–46

and Hex.47 The GRAMM methodology is particularly
appropriate for the docking of our low-resolution model
structures because it scans and compares the entire pro-
tein surfaces, averaging structural details and predicting
general features of the ligand–receptor complex.42,44–46

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dynamic Modeling Results
Minimal Network Model for Grx5 Action on
Mitochondrial FeSC Metabolism

Figure 1 and Table I present a network model for FeSC
assembly in the mitochondrial matrix. This is an extension
of a previously published model.21 Please refer to this
publication for details of the basic model. To investigate
the contribution of Grx5, we complemented the published
model according to the following hypotheses of Grx5
action.

TABLE II. Experiments to Determine Effect of Depleting Grx5 on Dynamic Behavior of Networka

Mode of Grx5 action in
recovering FeSC synthesis
proteins

Kinetic orders regulating each flux

�30 �32 �34 �36 �38 �40

Recovery of Isu_GS complex 5 � g302 � 0 g322 � 0 g342 � 0 g362 � 0 g382 � 0 g402 � 0
Recovery of AY1GS complex g302 � 0 5 � g322 � 0 g342 � 0 g362 � 0 g382 � 0 g402 � 0
Recovery of P1GS g302 � 0 g322 � 0 5 � g342 � 0 g362 � 0 g382 � 0 g402 � 0
Recovery of P2GS g302 � 0 g322 � 0 g342 � 0 5 � g362 � 0 g382 � 0 g402 � 0
Recovery of Nfs1_GS complex g302 � 0 g322 � 0 g342 � 0 g362 � 0 5 � g382 � 0 g402 � 0
Recovery of Nfs1_Isu complex g302 � 0 g322 � 0 g342 � 0 g362 � 0 g382 � 0 5 � g402 � 0
aThis table presents the parameter values for the action of Grx5 in individually recovering the activity of each of the different proteins shown in
Table I. For example, when Grx5 acts exclusively to recover Isu activity, the parameter values are those of the first row. To test combinations of
different modes of action, combine the entries that are not 0 from each of the corresponding rows, keeping the remaining parameter values as 0.
For example, to test the dynamical behavior of the model if Grx5 acts on Isu_GS and Nfs1GS simultaneously, we use as parameter values 5 � g302

�0, 5 � g382 � 0, g322 � g342 � g362 � g402 � 0.

TABLE III. Residue Conservation Between NifS
(1 kmk.pdb template) Residues Forming Active Center or

Involved in Cofactor Interaction and Nfs1a

NifS Nfsl

Thr94 Ala168
Thr95 Thr169
His123d His197
His124d Lys198
Ala125 Cys199
Asp200 Asp273
Ala202 Ala275
Gln203 Gln276
Ser223 Ser296
His225 His298
Lys226b,d Lys299
Gly253c Gly326
Ser254d Ser334
Gly277c Gly335
Thr278c Thr336
Arg359d Ser416
His362 His443
Cys364d Cys421
Arg379d Arg447

aA best fit of the backbone between all corresponding residues has a
RMS of 2.90 Å, mostly due to pairing of residues Ser254–Ser334,
His364–His443 and Thr278– Thr336.
bResidue that covalently binds the PLC cofactor.
cResidues from the opposite monomer.
dResidues forming the active center; The total RMSD between the
backbones of these residues is 2.26 Å, mostly due to the pair
Ser254–Ser334.
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Grx5 may act by regulating the glutathionylation state
of cysteine residues in FeSC-dependent proteins.48 Gluta-
thionylation of cysteine residues that are involved in FeSC
coordination could prevent holo-enzyme formation. The
general 2Fe-2S-dependent protein P1 and 4Fe-4S depen-
dent protein P2 were each considered to form an inacti-
vated pool that can be reactivated by Grx5.

Grx5 may act by regulating the glutathionylation state
of cysteine residues in Arh1, Yah1, scaffold or Nfs1 pro-
teins.22 It may also be involved indirectly in regulating the
formation/destruction of internal disulfide bridges in any
of these proteins.22 Our model cannot distinguish between
these two alternatives.

Grx5 activity capable of reducing protein–protein disul-
fide bridges may reduce complexes formed between differ-
ent FeSC proteins. The only such case reported in the
literature is between Isu and Nfs1, which forms a dead-
end complex between the two proteins in the absence of
iron on the scaffold dimers.49 Grx5 may be active in
reducing these bridges and returning both proteins to
active duty in FeSC assembly.

These three hypotheses, based on the available biochemi-
cal information on Grx5, together with the previously
derived model for FeSC assembly, define a minimal net-
work model for us to study the action of Grx5 on mitochon-
drial FeSC assembly metabolism.

Dynamic Effect of Grx5 on FeSC Mitochondrial
Metabolism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

The experimental depletion of Arh1 or Grx5 was repro-
duced in our models by depleting the total amount of this
protein using a decay function similar to that determined
in vivo.31 This function is represented by v39 in Table I.
Solving the dynamic equations of the model allows calcula-
tion of the percentage of each protein (Scaffold proteins,
P1, P2 and AY1) that is in its holo form, as well as the
mitochondrial iron levels. The Holo form of an FeSC-
dependent protein is assumed to be proportional to the
total activity of this protein. By working with normalized
quantities, we determined the qualitative behavior most
common to alternative network models. By changing the
values for the kinetic orders of Grx5 on the different
equations, we determined the dynamic behavior of the
system under all biologically relevant parameter values
for Grx5 action. Tables II and III describe the various
kinetic experiments and explain the nomenclature for the
modes of action of Grx5. Although no clear data on the
mechanism or accurate estimates for the parameter values
of the system exist, we used normalized quantities and the
power-law formalism as a modeling framework to over-
come these two concerns. Details are provided in the
appendix and in the references therein. Examples of how
this low-resolution modeling approach has assisted in
discerning among alternative roles of proteins in different
cellular networks can be found in the literature.50,51

Figure 2 shows typical dynamic curves for the effect of
regulating the gene expression of Grx5 about its normal
value on mitochondrial iron levels and on FeSC-dependent
enzyme activities. In our model, the exact basal levels of both

mitochondrial iron and FeSC-dependent enzyme activities
depend on parameter values. However, both mitochondrial
iron levels [Fig. 2(b)] and enzyme activities [Fig. 2(c)] are
mostly unresponsive to a decrease in the level of Grx5, when
Grx5 is assumed to act in regulating Arh1 or Yah1 activity,
scaffold protein activity, the glutathionylation state of FeSC-
dependent enzymes, or any combination of these individual
modes of Grx5 action. In an opposing effect, the accumulation
of FeSC in the scaffold proteins observed to occur in vivo upon
Grx5 protein depletion30 occurs with each mode of Grx5
considered in the simulations. Thus, this phenotypic charac-
teristic cannot be used to differentiate among the different
modes of Grx5 action in our model [Fig. 2(d)]. An interesting
observation from our simulation is that this accumulation is
likely to be a transient effect. As the depletion of Grx5
proceeds, the level of FeSC in the scaffold proteins decreases.

If Grx5 acts in regulating Nfs1 activity, we observe an
effect of its depletion on FeSC-dependent enzyme activity
and on mitochondrial iron accumulation that, qualita-
tively, is similar to what is observed experimentally [Fig.
2(d)]. Mitochondrial iron levels increase and FeSC-
dependent enzyme activity decreases with depletion of
Grx5. The typical shape of the time curve response is that
of the curves shown in Figure 2. Typically, mitochondrial
iron levels and FeSC-dependent enzyme activity respond
faster to Grx5 depletion if Grx5 acts to recover a dead-end
complex that forms by disulfide bridging between Nfs1 and
Isu or Isa proteins in the absence of iron. However, for
comparable systems, response times of this mode of action
and a mode of action in which Grx5 only acts to regulate
the glutathionylation state of Nfs1 are similar. Further-
more, the shape of the time response is qualitatively
similar. This indicates that, as long as Grx5 acts to
regulate Nfs1 activity, the experimental effects of Grx5
depletion can always be qualitatively reproduced, indepen-
dent of the other modes of action of Grx5 and of parameter
values. If, on the other hand, Grx5 is not considered to act
in either of these two modes, experimental results cannot
be qualitatively reproduced, independent of the particular
parameter values considered. This strongly suggests that
Nfs1 and probably also the scaffold proteins are targets for
Grx5 action in FeSC assembly. To further investigate this
theoretical prediction, we performed structural and pro-
tein docking studies on models of both proteins.

Structural Results
Structural Modeling

Because there are is no known structure for Grx5, Nfs1
or the scaffold proteins, structural models for each protein
were needed (Fig. 3). These models were derived either
from homologous proteins (Nfs1, scaffold proteins) or from
improvements upon previously studied models (Grx523).

Nfs1 is a cysteine desulfurase, dimeric in its biologically
active form. Figure 3(b) shows a model of the Nfs1 dimer
superimposed on the structure of the NifS E. coli enzyme.
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the total back-
bone atoms between the dimers is 13.70 Å. For the individual
molecules, the RMSD is 6.35 Å, after loop reconstruction (and
less than 1 Å before loop reconstruction). There is sequence
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and spatial conservation between several important residues
of Nfs1 and the E. coli enzyme NifS. These are shown in
Table III. Notable among these is the strong conservation
between the active center residues of NifS and the putative
active center residues of Nfs1. The backbone superposition of
corresponding residues between the NifS active center and
the putative Nfs1 active center is almost perfect, with the
exception of the residue pairs Ser254NifS–Ser334Nfs1,
His364NifS–His443Nfs1 and Thr278NifS–Thr336Nfs1. Several
important cofactor interacting residues are also conserved
between NifS and Nfs1. The arrow in Figure 3(c) shows the
putative active center cavity in one of the monomers. Cys421
is, upon sequence alignment to the bacterial enzyme, pre-
dicted to be the active center cysteine. A structural fit of the
entire molecular structures superimposes the active center
Cys364 from the E. coli enzyme with the putative active
center Cys421 from Nfs1. In a high-oxidant environment,
this residue is predicted to be fairly accessible to glutathiony-
lation [Figure 3(e)]. Under such glutathionylating conditions,
Nfs1 would become inactive, preventing FeSC de novo assem-
bly or repair.

To obtain further support for our result and test whether
Grx5 can act on Nfs1, we performed protein docking
experiments between the Grx5 model and the monomer
and predicted dimer of Nfs1. Analysis of the resulting data
must take into account that docking methods are still far
from accurate. When docking models (low resolution dock-
ing), reasonable solutions are more likely to be found in

large clusters of slightly different solutions with low
energy than in the solution with the lowest energy.44–46

Figure 4 shows predicted dockings between Grx5 and
Nfs1. The active residue of Grx5 is Cys60, which is shown
to dock close to the putative Nfs1 active site, suggesting
the possibility that Grx5 could regulate the glutathionyla-
tion state of the cysteine desulfurase active site. The
solutions presented in Figure 4 are not the ones with the
lowest energy found during the docking experiments.
However, they are always within the 15 top-ranked solu-
tions, and they represent clusters with either the most
[Fig. 4(c)] or the second-most [Fig. 4(a,b)] solutions within
fifty lowest-energy solutions.

Belli and coworkers23 have studied the physiological
effects of several point mutations in Grx5. Many of these
mutations had little or no effect on the physiological role of
Grx5, with the exception of Phe50 3 Glu, Cys60 3 Ser,
Gly61 3 Val, Gly61 3 Ser, Gly115 3 Val and Gly115 3
Ser. Cys60 is the active center residue. We created models
for each of the previously reported point mutants23 [shown
here in Suppl. Fig. 2(c)]. Our models predict that each of
the reported point mutations has little effect on the surface
properties of Grx5, suggesting that loss of function in Grx5
mutants may be due to effects on intra-protein interac-
tions and/or reaction mechanisms [Suppl. Fig. 2(c)]. This is
supported by the fact that, except for Phe50, all other
residues are close to cysteines that have been shown to be
important in Grx5 activity.22,23

Fig. 2. Typical curves for the qualitative effect of depleting Grx5 activity in yeast cells on mitochondrial iron accumulation, and on FeSC dependent enzyme
activity, represented here by succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and aconitase. Plots are dimensionless. The Nfs1 show the typical qualitative effect when Grx5
acts to recover Nfs1 activity, and the Others curves, show the typical qualitative effect when Grx5 does not act to recover Nfs1 activity. Graphs illustrate (a) the
effect of Grx5 depletion on FeSC dependent enzyme activity, (b) the effect of Grx5 depletion on the mitochondrial iron accumulation, (c) the typical depletion
schedule for Grx5 in the simulations. (Also shown is a typical curve for the accumulation of FeSC in the scaffold proteins upon depletion of Grx5),(d) the
re-plotting of experimental data from refs. (7–9). Because we provide typical qualitative results for the considered situations, figures do not include numbers.
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To extend Belli’s work and derive testable predictions to
support our results, we performed in silico protein muta-
tion studies. If our docking predictions are correct, a

negative Grx5 surface docks a small positive Nfs1 surface.
This suggests that mutations affecting docking surface
properties might disrupt the function of Grx5. Table IV

Fig. 3. Structural models for Grx5 and Nfs1. See text for details. (a) Isu1 (yellow) and Isu2 (green) models
are superimposed on the template IscU protein from E. coli (blue). The backbone RMSD is 2.76 Å for Isu1 and
4.90 Å for Isu2. (b) Isa1 (green) and Isa2 (yellow) models are superimposed on the template IscA protein from
E. coli (blue). The backbone RMSD is 3.52 Å for Isa1 and 2.12 Å for Isa2. (c) Model for Grx5. (d) Putative dimer
of Nfs1 (yellow) is superimposed on the template dimer (blue) rebuilt from PDB file 1kmk.pdb. The RMSD of the
backbone is 13.7 Å. (e) Nfs1 monomer is superimposed on the 1kmk.pdb monomer. The backbone RMSD is
about 7 Å after loop reconstruction. (f) Electrostatic surface calculation for the dimer of Nfs1. The white arrow
indicates the putative active site, based on sequence and structural homology to the bacterial 1kmk.pdb entry.
The electrostatic potential was calculated assuming a protein dielectric constant of 4, a solvent dielectric
constant of 80 Debye and a solvent ionic strength of 0.1M. Residues with a surface charge calculated Debye to
be larger than 1.8 (kT) are colored blue. Residues with a surface charge calculated to be smaller than �1.8 (kT)
are colored red. Remaining residues are shown in white.
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shows a list of residues on the Grx5 (left column) surface
that are predicted to be less than 6 Å from corresponding
and oppositely charged Nfs1 residues (right column) in our
predicted docking complexes. This is a distance that could
allow for the formation of salt bridges between the two
proteins. Mutations to one or more of the residues shown
in Table IV could change electrostatic surface properties of
the molecules and thus disrupt the docking, affecting Grx5
function. Studying the predicted effects of each point
mutation on the surface properties of Grx5 and Nfs1 shows
that most Grx5 point mutants have a slightly more
negative surface charge than the wild type, without any
large change in shape [Suppl. Figure 2(a)]. Because the
surface of the Nfs1 dimer where Grx5 binds is predicted to
have a positive charge [Suppl. Fig. 2(b)], such changes in
the Grx5 surface properties should have little effect on the
formation of the complex, although they could affect the
reaction mechanism. The exceptions to these consider-
ations are the Glu56 3 Arg and Asp88 3 Arg point
mutants. These create a more positive surface charge on
the Grx5 docking surface that, if our predictions are
correct, could disrupt its docking with Nfs1. We have
tested these predictions by creating in silico mutated
proteins and performing docking experiments with the
different mutant proteins presented in bold in Table IV.

We docked the mutant Grx5 proteins to wild-type Nfs1
dimers and the mutant Nfs1 dimers to wild-type Grx5. We
found that the Glu56 3 Arg mutation in Grx5 has little
effect on the rank and clustering of the complexes pre-
dicted to form between Grx5 and Nfs1 by the docking
programs. On the other hand, the Asp883 Arg mutation
has a larger effect on these parameters. An analysis of the
100 best solutions for the predicted docking between Nfs1
(with mutations Asn1413Glu and Lys1983Glu) and the
Grx5 molecule shows that both of the solutions that would
be equivalent to those presented in Figure 4(c) are lower in
rank and have a smaller cluster size than the wild-type.
The highest ranking solutions, with larger cluster sizes,
predict a docking to Nfs1 of the Grx5 surface that is
opposite to Grx5’s active center (Fig. 5). An indirect
method of testing our docking predictions is by following
the protocol previously reported23 for Glu56 3 Arg or
Asp88 3 Arg Grx5 mutants and studying how cell lines
with the wild-type proteins replaced by these two mutants
would behave. Then it is necessary to perform the corre-
sponding experiments for Nfs1 and create the point mu-
tants Lys1983 Glu, Arg2053 Glu and Asn1413 Glu. If

the phenotype of the cells subjected to the same types of
stress as those in refs. 2, 23 and 29 is similar to the
phenotype of the �grx5 mutant, this would support our
docking predictions.

In addition, we investigated the possibility that Grx5
acts on a dead-end complex formed between Nfs1 and the
scaffold proteins Isu1 or Isu2. This complex was obtained
in the following way. We knew the residues involved in
complex formation in E. coli (Cys328 of the Nfs1 homo-
logue and Cys63 of the Isu homologue,52 corresponding to
Cys421 of Nfs1 and Cys69 of Isu1 and Cys61 of Isu2,
respectively). Therefore, we performed docking between
Nfs1 and Isu1 or Isu2, constraining the scan in such a way
that the Cys residue of Nfs1 and the Cys residue of the
scaffold protein would not be at a larger distance than that
of a standard disulfide bond. We then studied the docking
of Grx5 to the resulting complexes. We found, among the
best complexes, configurations in which the three Cys
residues are located in close proximity in both the Nfs1–
Isu1–Grx5 complex and the Nfs1–Isu2–Grx5 complex (Fig.
4).

Discussion

Although the biochemistry of Grx5 has been character-
ized, experimental information that clearly identifies the
role of Grx5 in FeSC assembly is not yet available,
although several studies on the subject have been pub-
lished.30,31,53,54 Some preliminary attempts to determine
protein interactions between Grx5 and other FeSC-
synthesis proteins by two hybrid assays are underway.55

Nevertheless, early biochemical characterization of
Grx522,23 has revealed that this molecule may be able to
regulate the glutathionylation state of cysteine residues in
proteins. In FeSC assembly, cysteine residues are funda-
mental, both in coordinating the FeSC in the proteins and
in the active center of enzymes that catalyze the de novo
synthesis and repair of FeSC. In vivo, it has been known
for some time that spontaneous glutathionylation of cys-
teine residues can regulate protein activity.56–58 There-
fore, it is clearly possibile that Grx5 could be involved in
regulating the activity of this pathway via its influence on
the glutathionylation state of FeSC biosynthetic proteins.

Due to the non-linearity of the rate laws corresponding
to many of the reactions in FeSC assembly,22 the adequacy

TABLE IV. Tested Point Mutations Based on Docking
Complexes Between Grx5 and Nfs1a

Grx5 Mutations Nfs1 Mutations

Lys523Glu Glu3293Arg
Glu563Arg Lys1983Glu, Arg2053Glu
Pro583Glu Asp4383Arg, Asp4393Arg
Lys593Asp Glu1963Arg
Asp883Glu Asn1413Glu

aBold Grx5 residues are most likely to disrupt the docking, based on
shape and electrostatics.

Fig. 4. Predicted docking complexes for Grx5. (a) Best docking
configuration of Nfs1 (yellow, Cys 421), Isu1 (red, Cys69) and Grx5
(green, Cys60). All of the important Cys residues are in close proximity to
each other. (b) Best docking configuration of Nfs1 (yellow, Cys421), Isu2
(red, Cys61) and Grx5 (green, Cys60). All of the important Cys residues
are in close proximity to each other. (c) Alternative docking configurations
for Nfs1 (yellow) and Grx5 (red). These represent approximately the same
docking configuration with respect to either of the Nfs1 monomers in the
dimer. The active center Cys60 from Grx5 binds close enough to the
putative active center Cys421 of Nfs1 in either. This suggests that Grx5
could act to regulate the glutathionylation state of the Cys421 residue.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the predicted dockings of the mutant forms of
Nfs1 and Grx5 to the wild-type of the other. Nfs1 is colored dark yellow,
the wild-type docked complex is shown in gray, the docking of
Grx5Glu563Arg to wild-type Nfs1 is shown in red, the docking of
Grx5Asp883Arg to wild-type Nfs1 is shown in green and the docking of
mutated Nfs1 to wild-type Grx5 is shown in light yellow and blue.
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of the resulting conceptual model in justifying experimen-
tal results needs to be tested using quantitative methods
based on mathematical systemic modeling. This approach
is necessary because a common-sense-based distinction
between alternative models supported exclusively by a
correlation between two observable quantities in a non-
linear process is not guaranteed to be accurate. One can
argue that, as is the case here, no accurate estimates for
the parameter values of the system are available for
deriving a useful mathematical model, and this makes the
mathematical modeling impossible. However, by using the
power-law formalism as a modeling framework and by
normalizing the equations and studying the steady-state
or dynamic behavior of the model for large intervals of its
parameter values, we may be able to determine the
qualitative behavior that is most common to alternative
network models. Use of this low-resolution modeling ap-
proach has been helpful in discerning distinct roles for
proteins in alternative cellular networks.21,50,51

In the case of Grx5, the most immediate question is
whether the direct action of Grx5 on FeSC synthesis
proteins according to what is known about the biochemical
activity of Grx522 is sufficient to explain the phenotypes
that are observed in Grx5-depleted mutants.2,23,29 If, after
appropriately considering all of the alternative modes of
action of Grx5 on FeSC assembly proteins, one cannot
reproduce the experimental results, this would be a clear
indication that Grx5 action on proteins that are not
directly involved in FeSC synthesis is important in explain-
ing its physiological role.

A previous experimental study30 has found that Grx5
depletion leads to the accumulation of FeSC in the scaffold
proteins. This has been interpreted as suggesting that
Grx5 acts on FeSC after the assembly of FeSC in the
scaffold proteins. Our simulations show that this needs not
be so. This accumulation, albeit transient, is found upon
depletion of Grx5, independent of the mode of action of the
protein. Furthermore, our simulations show that if Grx5
acts to regulate the activity of the cysteine desulfurase,
Nfs1, the experimental effects of Grx5 depletion on FeSC-
dependent enzyme activity and mitochondrial iron accumu-
lation can be qualitatively reproduced, independent of the
tested parameter values. This regulation could be achieved
by glutathionylating/deglutathionylating Cys residues or
by recovering Nfs1–Isu complexes that have been shown to
occur at least in vitro. If exclusive action of Grx5 on Isu or
Arh1 or Yah1 proteins is considered, the dynamic behavior
of the resulting mathematical model should not reproduce
the iron accumulation and the decrease of FeSC-depen-
dent enzyme activity caused by Grx5 depletion in vivo.
This indicates that the direct action of Grx5 on Nfs1 or on
Nfs1-scaffold protein dead-end complexes may be suffi-
cient to explain the experimental results. Experiments to
test this activity could be performed as follows:

(1) Mix isolated and glutathionylated (oxydized) Nfs1
with reduced Grx5 and determine whether Nfs1 becomes
more reduced.

(2) Mix isolated Nfs1-scaffold protein dead-end com-
plexes with reduced Grx5 and determine whether indi-

vidual Nfs1 and scaffold proteins appear as a result of
Grx5 action.

Additional protein docking studies, using different meth-
ods, predict the most likely complexes between Grx5 and
Nfs1 as several different alternatives in which the active
center Cys60 of Grx5 docks facing the Nfs1 pocket that
harbors the Cys421 residue and putative active center
cysteine. A set of experiments similar to those performed
for Grx523 should be undertaken for the cysteine desul-
furase Nfs1 in order to evaluate our docking results.
Sequence and structural comparison of Nfs1 with the E.
coli homologue IscS indicates that residue Cys421, which
aligns with the active center Cys328 of IscS, is part of the
putative active center cysteine in Nfs1. This residue is also
predicted to be fairly accessible to the solvent and thus to
regulation of activity by glutathionylation/deglutathionyla-
tion. Additional docking of Grx5 to putative Nfs1-scaffold
protein complexes further supports a possible action of
Grx5 on Nfs1 activity. Grx5 is predicted to bind the
Nfs1-scaffold protein complexes in a configuration in which
the cysteines relevant to protein activity recovery are in
close proximity.

Results presented this and the previous article of this
series illustrate the usefulness of mathematical modeling
as a complementary tool for testing hypotheses about the
roles of different proteins involved in a given process.
Obviously, the problem is not yet totally solved and new
experiments will provide novel insights. In that sense, it
would be convenient to provide a way of using the models
to explore the meaning of new observations. In the next
paper in this series59 we plan to present, in addition to our
continuing analysis of the individual proteins roles in
FeSC biosynthesis, an interactive website where the FeSC
community will be able to find and use our results as well
as contribute their own experimental results that can
challenge our models. This would help in building a
database and in suggesting further theoretical experi-
ments to be performed, thus allowing an iterative ap-
proach that we predict to be beneficial to the actual
development of the field.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL
MODEL AND PARAMETER SCANNING

PROCEDURE
Mathematical Model

The system of ordinary differential equations (SODE)
that represents the network in Table I is the following:
dIsu/dt � v1 � v2 � v3 � v4 � v22 � v23 � v25 � v26 �
v27 � v5 � v29 � v30 � v39 � v40
dIsuFe1S1/dt � v5 � v7 � v1 � v2 � v3 � v6 � v22 � v23 �
v26
dIsuGS/dt � v30 � v29
dIsuFe4S4/dt � �dIsu/dt � dIsuGS/dt � dIsuFe2S2/dt
dApoP2/dt � v8 � v24 � v4 � v22 � v35 � v36
dP2Fe2S2/dt � v22 � v23 � v24
dP2GS/dt � v35 � v36
dP2/dt � v4 � v9 � v23 � v10
dP2_I/dt � �dP2GS/dt � dApoP2/dt � dP2/dt �
dP2Fe2S2/dt
dApoP1/dt � v11 � v2 � v33 � v34
dP1/dt � v2 � v12 � v13
dP1GS/dt � v33 � v34
dP1_I/dt � �dP1GS/dt � dApoP1/dt � dP1/dt
dApo_AY1/dt � v28 � v3 � v31 � v32
dAY1/dt � v3 � v14 � v15
dAY1GS/dt � v31 � v32
dAY1_I/dt � �dAY1GS/dt � dApo_AY1/dt � dAY1/dt
dNfs1/dt � v38 � v40 � v37 � v39
dNfs1GS/dt � v37 � v38
dNfs1_Isu/dt � v39 � v40
dFe/dt � v16 � v17 � 2(v1 � v7 � v11 � v24 � v28) �
4(v8 � v25) � v18 � v19 � 2(v5 � v6)
dHeme/dt � v17 � v20 � v19 � v21

dHeme_Fe/dt � v19 � v17
dGrx5/dt � �v41
Each vi (1 � i � 28) is given in detail in Table I. Each
reaction is expressed as a power-law term according to
well-established rules. For a detailed derivation of the
equations, see the appendix to the previous paper in this
series.21 Numerical solution of SODE in our work was
completed using the programs PLAS59 and GEPASI.60

Parameter Scanning Procedure

The 41 rate constants in our model are positive. Because
no inhibitory feedback is involved in any of the considered
reactions, all 52 kinetic orders are non-negative. The
available data do not allow the determination of actual
concentrations and absolute rates for many of the pro-
cesses we need to consider. However, they do allow for the
estimation of relative rates with respect to normal steady-
state values of the different molecular species being consid-
ered. The same is true for the kinetic orders. Thus, by
normalizing the equations with respect to standard steady-
state values of the variable, we are able to study the
qualitative behavior of the model. The basal values for rate
constants and kinetic orders are given in the previous
paper of this series.21

Parameter scanning was completed as follows. Kinetic
orders have values that are bound by small integer num-
bers (between 0 and 5 in absolute value61,62). We assumed
that the kinetic order of Grx5 in every reaction in which it
is considered to participate is the same due to the similar-
ity of the processes. Thus, we ran 540 different simulations
to account for all possible combinations of Grx5 action
generated by Table II. Because our estimates of rates came
from experiments by different groups, under different
conditions and sometimes using different systems, we also
sampled the ratios between different relative rates. We
sampled the ratio between the rate of de novo synthesis of
FeSC and the rate of FeSC in situ repair, the rate of FeSC
transfer to the cytoplasm and the ratio of Heme_Fe to
FeSC synthesis, taking independent samples at different
values for each of the ratios (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100).
Additionally, we repeated this experiment allowing for the
possibility that Arh1 does not act on FeSC through Yah1
(�3 � �14 � �15 � �28 � 0). Compounding this scanning
with that for the rate constant of Grx5 action (0.001, 0.01,
0.1, 1, 10, 100), we calculated a total of approximately
38000 time curves of Grx5 depletion, allowing each simula-
tion to run until the amount of Grx5 was no larger than
10�10. We evaluated by visual inspection which curves
reproduced the expected phenotype of deficient FeSC-
dependent enzyme activity and mitochondrial iron accumu-
lation.
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